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ABSTRACT
A theory of phonetic implementation
based on articulatory gestures and their
temporal organization is proposed. It is
compatible with Ohman’s early insight
(consonantal perturbation), which in
effect assumes a separate tier for vowel to
vowel movement as the base, and
consonantal gestures superimposed on
tins base. The segmental constituent units
are syllables. each of which is specified
by demisyllabic feature values. A
generative description is given as a series
of computational modules: a converter, a
distributor, a concurrent set of actuators. _
and a_signal generator. Implications
regarding various conditions of prosodic
control are suggested.

l. CONVERTER
A_ computational procedure is shown in
Fig. 1. The converter, as the first
component of our model of phonetic
implementation, “converts" an abstract
phonological representation to an
annotated linear pulse train. The converter
maps phonological feature specifications
for each demisyllable into a set of

articulatory gestures. In Fig. 1, 1:

repreSents a stop gesture, o fricativc, 6

interdental, 11 glide, N nasal, A lateral, p
retroflex; T specifies apical articulation, P
bilabial. The letter v stands for
consonantal voicing. Vocalic gestures are
separately treated. and are represented
here by phonemic symbols (none for
reduced vowels). Syllable affixes (see
Fujtmura [4]) are separated by a dot from
the final demisyllable.
Time and magnitude are assigned to
each pulse (represented by vertical lines).
The pulses belong to one of two types:
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syllables (shown with thick vertical
lines), or boundaries (thin vertical lines).
Each pulse is associated with minimal
phonological feature or boundary type
specifications. The phonological tree and
the metrical grid, or equivalent abstract
representations, constitute the primary
basis of computation of the magnitude
values of all pulses. Prominence
specifications (see an exclamation mark),
reflecting factors such as contrastive
emphasis, the degree of excitement, etc.,
are also absorbed into the numerical
specifications of time and magnitude.
Utterancemelated specifications (speaking
style, speaker characteristics, etc.) are
retained as annotations attached to
utterance phrases. An utterance phrase
constitutes the domain of motor
programming as an integral unit of
utterance (see Fujimura [6,7]), and
affects both the impulse response
functions and the parameters of the signal
generator.
The tinting characteristics of individual
gestures are determined by the converter.‘
In Fig. 1, the i-th syllable pulse is located
at ti, and its height represents the

magnitude “i assigned to each syllable.

Let us assume the interval between two
contiguous syllables to be related to the
pulse magnitudes by

ti-ti-1= Wi-Hßui.
where a and ß are multiplicative

‘ lhese time values are presumably
readjusted via feedback signals from the
srgnal generation process. For example.
the articulatory repulsion, as discussed by
Fuyimura [5], apparently pertains to
temporally adjacent gestures within the
same articulator.

constants which determine “shadows” of
each syllable pulse on the right and left

sides, respectively. A similar shadow is
also defined on the left side of a boundary
pulse. This results in a leftward shift of
the last syllable in the phrase before the

boundary, making the decaying effect of

the syllable pulse response function part

of the syllable duration, rather than part
of the overlapping next syllable. This

accounts for the preboundary elongation.I

2. DISTRIBUTOR
The distributor distributes the codes

produced by the converter to a concurrent
set of actuators, each of which represents

an articulatory dimension. An articulatory

organ may be involved in defining

multiple articulatory dimensions. An

articulatory dimension may involve more

than one organ. The distributor interprets
the feature specifications for each
demisyllable in terms of articulatory

gestures, and distributes relevant syllable

pulse information to individual actuators.
In the figure, Greek letters in Italic

represent the elementary gestures in the
distributor output, and Roman capitals
represent the specified articulators (see
below for further explanation).A family
of mathematical functions prescribes the
elementary articulatory gestures as time
functions represented in terms of a
physical measure of the state in each
articulatory dimension. A set of muscular
units forms a configuration of hysical
means for implementing cortic control
of a specific dynamic event. This integral
configuration of each gesture constitutes
an articulatory dimension, such as
production of a laminar /s/. Separate
articulatory dimensions are defined for
different manners of articulation, such as
stops vs. fricatives. The output of the
distributor is a replica of the input for
each actuator to the extent the information
is relevant. Titus the code (N, T) standing
for /n/ in the final demisyllable of the

second syllable lwAn/ is interpreted as

{1,7'] for the tongue tip (T) closure (1:)

dimension and operates in parallel with
{N} for velum lowering. The impulse

ï In addition, the parameters of the
impulse response functions may be
sensitive to the magnitude of the
following boundary pulse.

response function for the [N] gesture (in
final demisyllable) is implemented with

peak event at about t2, whereas the [ r, T}

gesture has its peak later (see Sproat and

Fujimura [10] for similar situations of

English laterals). This depiction may
appear similar to Browman and

Goldstein's gesture score [1,2].
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Fig. 1 A computational model of

consonant implementation
(signal generator omitted)

3. ACTUATORS
Each consonantal actuator receives the
time-magnitude pulse information with
respect to consonantal gestures for (1) an

initial demisyllable, (2) a final

demisyllable, (3) syllable affixes (in

sequence) as applicable [4]. Different

gestures are assigned to separate
articulatory dimensions.
Multidimensional processings take place
concurrently in different actuators
triggered by syllable pulses. Each
actuator evokes the demisyllabic
response, gesture by gesture. Elementary
gestures do not require sequencing
information within each demisyllable.

The impulse response function contains a
parameter that shifts the peak activity
relative to the time value of the syllable
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pulse. The parameter values are prepared
in conformity with the inherent vowel
affinity [3], [4]).’ For consonantal
gestures. each syllable impulse evokes an
impulse response function in each of the
relevant articulatory dimensions for each
demisyllable. For example, the i-th
syllable pulse in the phrasal domain under
consideration has an assigned time ti and

a magnitude pi, and it triggers a feature

event function Pi gt°(t - ti) in the

dimension tongue tip raising, where
gt°(t) is the impulse response function

for the gesture t, stop closure, for the
initial demisyllable (indicated by the
superscript o). The time value ti is

designated for the i-th syllable. For the
feature lateral. two articulatory gestures
are relevant: (l) tongue tip raising for
partial contact and (2) retraction of the
back of the tongue body due partly to
tongue blade narrowing [10]. The

symbol 1. in the distributor output in Fig.
l stands for these two articulatory
dimensions in an abbreviated form.
Similarly, N. as in {NJ}. stands for the
redundant N and 1: of the nasal apical

stop. The closure gesture t is actually
specified at the pertinent actuator. but is
not shown in the figure. If the final
consonant of the syllable is Im], then the
syllable pulse evokes the feature event
function “i g,‘ (t - ti) of the final
demisyllable in the bilabial closure

dimension P. and also "i gN‘Ït— ‘i’ inthe
velum lowering dimension N. This
function for the final nasality shows a
maxrmum velum lowering at about the
peak occurrence of the syllable nucleus,
1. e., t = ti. Each actuator, within the
pertinent articulatory dimension. compiles
the feature event functions evoked by the

3 E autosegmental computation is
assumed at the level of distributor for
spreading redundant feature values. For
eaample, tn the vocal fold adduction
drmensron. one specification of
vorcedness (for the entire consonant
cluster) indicated for each demisyllable
Will be distribumd throughout the time
domain of obstruent gestures and fixes.
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syllable pulses within the time domain of
utterance phrase. The event time
functions are added according to the
linear superposition principle, and the
resultant time functions for different
articulatory dimensions, together with the
vocalic base functions, are passed on to
the signal generator. The same family of
functions is used for prescription of all
the consonantal gestures, with parameter
values selected for individual articulatory
dimensions. Each elementary event starts
with the base position moving in the
direction of the prescribed vocal tract
constriction (in the three-dimensional
sense). and then automatically returns to
the base position. Different time
constants are specified (in the gesture
table for each actuator) for starting and
ending trips. The lowest panel of Fig. 1
intends to suggest such occurrences of
response events, for the final
demisyllables of the first and the second
syllables. and the initial demisyllable of
the third, in the dimension tongue tip
closure. The situation of the apparent
target reaching short of the roof of the
mouth, as in the case of /s/‚ is
presumably a mechanical or physiological
consequence of sanitation in an inherently
three-dimensional system.

4. SIGNAL GENERATOR
The signal generator. (not shown in the
figure). receives the time functions
generated by the total set of actuators. and
synthesizes them with the vocalic base
functions to materialize articulatory
movement in an integrated system.
Various types of interaction among
articulatory dimensions are automatically
treated by the physical model of the total
system. both within the same articulatory
organ (such as the lips or the tongue) and
among different organs (such as the
mandible and the lower lip). The system
is highly nonlinear. In particular. it
contains a strong saturating characteristic
(soft clipping) so that a large syllable
pulse typically results at the output of the
signal generator in a plateau of
articulatory position as a function of
time. In Fig. l, at the bottom of the
figure. the horizontal dashed line
indicates this “soft clipping” that takes
place in the signal generatingprocess.
The process of generating the (vocaliC)
base function differs from that for

consonantal gestures. The syllable pulse

magnitude is transformed by a nonlinear

saturating function into a multiplicative

factor that represents the degree of

achieving the vocalic gesture target.
relative to the neutral vocal tract condition

(schwa gesture). The response function

parameters are assigned for vocalic

gestures in such a way that the-peak
position occurs with no delay relative to
the input impulse. Target posttrons are
specified for the peak.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our current data, obtained by the
Wisconsin microbeam facility [_8],
concern the pellet positions representing
sample flesh points on the surface of the
articulatory organs along a particular
direction of movement, as a crude
approximation for the state variable in
each articulatory dimension. More
exactly, in our future work. the observed
pellet time functions will be compared
with predicted output functions usmg a
dynamic three-dimensional computational
model of the articulatory system. This
computational model is currently being
developed and will constitute the principal
part of the signal generator.
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